Direct patient care is no longer available at Bison Vision Center. All services are TELEMED.

Dr Doug Smith 355 N Phoenix Rd Medford OR 97504

bvc@hipaasecurity.us 541 944 0221

Sentimental attachment is in the past.

1. Find the product you are interested in
2. Find a best price and document it
3. Offer 40% of best documented price (no eBay prices please)
4. Send your offer with best price documented
5. Buyer responsible for packaging shipping handling.....or you pick up in Medford, OR

Buyer responsible for pick-up, or shipping expenses

1- x
2- 1-Limpiasonic PLUS ultra-sound cleaner
3- 1-HILCO GFC compact frame air heater
4- x
5- 1-Humphrey two instrument electric table SND 1203590
6- 1-AO Non-Contact tonometer table-top 12415 model
7- 1 Ocular Products Slit Lamp (Gambs)
8-
9- 1-Alcon handheld Keratometer
10-
11-
12-
13- 2- Two- instrument spring instrument tables --hand lock
14- 1-RUSH 3 station Instrument table with lamp and phoropter arm
15-
16-
17- MARCO CP 600 projector remote control
18- 1-AO RxMaster phoropter coral (Coral)
19- 1-AO RxMaster phoropter sea foam (Green)
20- 1-AO PROJECTO-CHART CP700
21- 1-NIDEK_HANDY NM 200D Portable Fundus Camera
22- 1-2 instrument table; foot spring control off-white/cream
23- 1 Neitz Wesley-Jensen slit lamp
24- 1-NIKON FS-3 Photo Slit Lamp with NIDEK Beam splitter
25. 1 Goldman Tonometer with Biomicroscope rod mount for slit lamp
26-
27. 1-Burton lamp
28. 1 AO Monocular Indirect Ophthalmoscope
29. I- AO Radiuscope with transformer
30. 1-Keeler Pantoscope 12V with Transformer and extra bulbs. Very versatile instrument exceeds Contemporary WA and Propper in the hands of experienced examiner
31. VOLK SUPER-PUPIL LENS W/LID SUPPORT
32. VOLK DOUBLE ASPHERIC 90D YELLOW
33. VOLK PANRETINALLENS 2.2
34. OCULAR INSTRUMENTS 3 MIRROR LENS
35. OCULAR INSTRUMENTS POSNER 4 MIRROR DIAGNOSTIC AND SURGICAL LENS
36. NIKON 14D CLEAR COAT
37. NIKON 60D CLEAR COAT
38. Wm. M. Feinbloom Low Vision Testing Kit with many telescopes and microscopes not in original kit
39. Oculus Low Vision telescope testing kit
40. NIKON RK-2 PORTABLE AUTO-REFRACTOR/ KERATOMETER***
41-
42. Marco Binocular Indirect ophthalmoscope
43. ENCO HOT RODS with Frame CLIPS and other accessories
44. WA Ophthalmoscopes and Retinoscope
45. Keeler Ophthalmoscope-Retinoscope kit with both slit and spot retinoscopes
46-

51. Acutome PachPen
52.
53. 2-PERKINS Handheld GTonometer
54. Welch Allen Panoptic Ophthalmoscope with battery handle